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Introduction:  The Mars Science Laboratory
(MSL) mission is a long-range rover with an analytical
laboratory that is being developed for launch in 2009.
The spacecraft will land in a small ellipse less than 20
km in diameter with the capability to carry out detailed
geology, mineralogy, geochemistry and organics
investigations. It carries a sophisticated sample
acquisition and processing system for obtaining key
samples for the analytic instruments to search for
habitable environments. Because the mission can land
anywhere within ±60° latitude and up to +2 km
elevation, an enormous number of different landing
sites can be considered over 70% of the surface. This
abstract briefly describes the mission, science
objectives, preliminary constraints (planetary
protection and engineering) and the plans for selection
of the landing site via a series of landing site
workshops open to the science community.

The Mission: The flight system consists of an
aeroshell, backshell and cruise stage. The spacecraft
enters the atmosphere directly from approach and uses
the aeroshell and the friction of the atmosphere to
initially slow itself. A parachute further slows the
spacecraft and the rover is lowered on a tether to the
surface, beneath a sky crane with all the descent
propulsion. The rover is placed directly on the surface
and the surface mission begins.

Science Objectives: The primary scientific goal of
the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) is to assess the
present and past habitability of the martian
environments accessed by the mission. Such
assessments require integration of a wide variety of
chemical, physical, and geological observations. In
particular, MSL will assess the biological potential of
the regions accessed, characterize their geology and
geochemistry at all appropriate spatial scales,
investigate planetary processes that influence
habitability, including the role of water, and
characterize the broad spectrum of surface radiation.
To enable these investigations, MSL will carry a
diverse payload capable of making environmental
measurements, remotely sensing the landscape around
the rover, performing in situ analyses of rocks and
soils, and acquiring, processing, and ingesting samples
of rocks and soils into onboard laboratory instruments.
Candidate landing sites should contain evidence
suggestive of a past or present habitable environment.
To the extent that it can be determined with existing
data, the geological, chemical, and/or biological

evidence for habitability should be expected to be
preserved for, accessible to, and interpretable by the
MSL investigations.

Planetary Protection Considerations: The MSL
project has been assigned to Category IVc by NASA’s
Planetary Protection Office with constraints on the
landing site and regions accessed from it. Specifically,
MSL is limited to landing sites not known to have
extant water or water-ice within one meter of the
surface. Later access to “special regions” defined in
NPR 8020.12C (regions where terrestrial organisms are
likely to propagate, or interpreted to have a high
potential for the existence of extant martian life forms)
is permitted only in the vertical direction through use
of sterilized sampling hardware. The above are general
guidelines for site selection; compliance of specific
landing sites and nearby regions will be determined
through discussions with the Planetary Protection
Office during the site selection process.

Engineering Constraints: Because the ability to
ensure a successful landing for MSL is paramount,
consideration of landing sites must include
comprehensive assessment of limitations imposed by
mission engineering constraints. Although these
constraints continue to be established and refined, a
description of preliminary values related to allowable
locations, elevation, and surface properties follows.

The entry, descent and landing scenario employed
by the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) flight system
places engineering constraints on what would be
considered a safe landing site. The dominant
considerations in landing site placement are latitude,
elevation and the landing ellipse size. The MSL flight
system is capable of landing in a circle of 20 km
diameter, within which everywhere must be safe for
landing and roving. This circle can be placed anywhere
on Mars that is below +2 km MOLA elevation and
within 60° latitude of the equator (60°N to 60°S).
Steady state horizontal and vertical winds and wind
gusts are a concern during descent and landing, so
areas with potentially high winds will need to be
compared with landing system tolerance during
development. The landing system uses a radar
altimeter, so the entire landing site must be radar
reflective. Slopes at long and intermediate (2-5 km and
20 m) wavelength could negatively impact the
altimeter, requiring slopes over 2-5 km length scales
<3° and slopes over 20 m length scales <15°. Short
wavelength slopes affect landing stability and
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trafficability, requiring slopes
over 5 m length scales <15°.
Rocks higher than 0.6 m are a
problem for landing, requiring
areas with intermediate or lower
rock abundance. The landing
surface must be load bearing and
trafficable and so must not be
dominated by dust. Persistent cold
surface temperatures and CO2

frost will negatively impact
performance. These latter three
considerations will  l ikely
eliminate areas with very low
thermal inertia and very high
albedo.

Surface characteristics (short
wavelength slope, rocks and dust)
of a trafficable surface are similar
to those required for safe landing, except the small
landing ellipse and long traverse capability allow the
possibility of considering "go to" sites. These sites
have a safe landing site adjacent to the target of science
interest and require traversing outside of the landing
ellipse to sample the materials of highest interest. In
this case, the area that must be traversed to get into the
region of highest science interest must be trafficable
from anywhere within the ellipse. All of the values for
the parameters discussed will be refined during
continuing design and development of the spacecraft,
with updates posted on a web site (the USGS PIGWAD
site: http://webgis.wr.usgs.gov/msl), as will a more
detailed discussion of these constraints.

Landing Site Workshops: The MSL landing site
selection process includes four workshops whose
schedule is driven by the project schedule. The key
date in the selection of landing sites for missions
launched on expendable launch vehicles is about 1 year
before launch or 10/08 for MSL), when a target is input
into the guidance algorithm of the rocket. This need be
no more precise than a 10° latitude by 15° longitude
target within which the final ellipse must reside. This
and the acquisition of new information using present
orbiters (Mars Global Surveyor, MGS and Mars
Odyssey) and the soon to arrive Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter, MRO) dictates a start to the selection activity
prior to MRO arrival. With early selection of a landing
zone, selection of the actual landing ellipse can be
postponed until about one month before launch (9/09).
At that time the ellipse should be selected for optimal
targeting during the first trajectory correction
maneuver. That sets the date for the last open landing
site workshop (6/09)

The purpose of the First Landing Site workshop
(5/31-6/2/06, see web site for announcement) is to
identify and evaluate potential landing sites best suited
to achieving mission science objectives within the
constraints imposed by engineering requirements and
the necessity of ensuring a safe landing. A NASA-
appointed Landing Site Steering Committee and the
Mars Science Laboratory Project will use the results of
the workshop as the basis for narrowing the list of
potential landing sites under consideration. Community
consensus with respect to prioritization of the sites will
also be solicited as a means for targeted imaging by the
MGS, Odyssey, MRO, and perhaps other orbital assets.

The second workshop (10/07), more than a year
after the first to give time to acquire new image data,
will evaluate the sites imaged by MRO and other
orbiters and will develop a smaller, downselected list
of high priority zones and backup zones. Additional
image acquisition by MRO (with special attention to
stereo coverage for quantitative slopes) and other
orbiters will allow a more detailed understanding of the
science potential and safety characteristics of these
sites.

The third workshop (8/08) will recommend the 10º
latitude by 15º longitude landing site zone within
which a preferred ellipse will be identified as well as
other possible ellipses. Continuous image coverage of
selected areas within the zone will enable selection of
the highest priority ellipse at the final workshop.

The fourth and final workshop (6/09) will focus on
the science and safety of the top couple of sites in the
landing site zone. The outcome will be a recommended
ellipse for consideration by the project. NASA
Headquarters will select the final landing site prior to
launch, so it can be targeted at the first trajectory
selection maneuver.

Figure 1. MOLA topography of Mars. About 70% of the planet is available for landing
MSL (within 60° of the equator (black horizontal lines and below the orange color +2.0 km
elevation).
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